Making Connectivity
Your Competitive Edge

UBonding

The Ultimate Connectivity Solution
Multi-WAN Bonding | SD-WAN | Application based Policy

Is Connectivity
Choking Your Digital
Transformation Journey?

Enterprises are making significant investments to get real time access to information and data that's at the
edge of the network. Over the last few years there has been a proliferation of devices and sensors that
collect massive amounts of data for analysis, insights and sophisticated decision making. This proverbial
gold mine of information is transforming businesses by delivering efficiency and customer experience like
never before. But for many businesses these investments in advanced technologies on the edge and
cloud have become redundant as they struggle to reliably access the data from the Edge.
This is where Wistron AiEdge steps in with its patented Universal Bonding technology that aggregates
multiple channels to provide robust, boosted and reliable connectivity to ensure that your valuable data
is accessible from anywhere seamlessly 365x24!
Wistron AiEdge offers a robust multi-channel edge gateway – Smartiply SH-2101, that runs UBonding
software application. The patented UBonding application leverages multiple connectivity options on the
gateway to intelligently route data traffic between locations. The gateway functions as a communication
device and as an edge gateway built for enterprise and industrial applications. The available peripherals
and interface options make it a versatile product for different industrial verticals.
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UBonding
Wistron AiEdge’s UBonding software provides robust and reliable connectivity by intelligently routing data
traffic over multiple connections. These connections may be wired or wireless - Broadband / 3G / 4G / LTE
/ 5G / WiFi. The software establishes a VPN tunnel to securely transfer all data types and applications in
real-time and at super-fast speeds!
Smartiply gateways run UBonding software to leverage active cellular connections to either aggregate
bandwidth, load balance traffic, provide failover from ethernet to SIM connections or use a combination
of these options. Wistron AiEdge also offers gateways from device partners that may be needed for
specific use-cases and industry verticals. These devices are compatible with UBonding software and can
be ported and run as an OTT application.

Multi-WAN Bonding
Bandwidth aggregated
into a single pipe

Bi-directional uplink and downlink,
multi-WAN packet-level bonding
for any connection or network or
traffic type

SD-WAN
Network & connection type agnostic,
traffic can be intelligently routed over
available connections by session,
UBonding

priority and QoS

App-Based Policy
UBooster: Bonding policy
for surveillance video

Simultaneous working of different
routing policies based on
applications or data type
UBooster: Failover policy for sensor
data and device management
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Use Cases

Cameras, Sensors,
Actuators, Laptops

Gateway with
UBonding Software

UBonding
Server

Command and Control,
Centre, Application
Server, Storage

Enterprise Connectivity
Enterprises often have multiple facilities across geographies, many of them in locations with
infrastructure issues. Remote facilities may need to transact with central systems on the cloud.
Branches may have to collaborate with each other for day-to-day operations. UBonding offers
site-to-center and site-to-site connectivity to ensure mission critical functions are carried out
uninterrupted and transactions are secure.

Mobility
Fluctuating cellular networks impact seamless vehicle connectivity affecting data transfer
between the vehicle and remote monitoring centre. Critical applications like emergency services
and transportation of high-value goods need reliable connectivity for tracking, communication
and surveillance. UBonding offers boosted and reliable connectivity over multi-cellular
connections for such use-cases.

Public Safety and Security
Unreliable and inadequate connectivity hinders transmission of video streams and sensor data
from the cloud, causing security risks. The real-time smart connectivity offers a resilient and boosted
connection to transport video and sensor data to the cloud. Edge intelligence enables local
analytics, decision making, and data thinning, resulting in timely action and cost savings on data
transport. The integrated platform reduces TCO and accelerates ROI.

For more information please visit www.wistronaiedge.com or send an email to sales@wistronaiedge.com
© 2020 Wistron AiEdge Corporation. All rights reserved. Wistron AiEdge Corporation,
Smartiply and the logos are trademarks of Wistron AiEdge Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.
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